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Unique and Exciting Flavors from 
Around the World 

 

 

In today’s society, diversity in culture has become more and 
more embraced. American consumers are constantly seeking 
new food experiences with flavor profiles inspired from all over 
the world. Foods with cultural influence often offer a bold, 
authentic feel from a palette of seasonings and spices. So, when 
it comes to pursuing real ethnic taste, product developers are 
not only challenged in capturing the traditional feel of an 
international dish, but also in maintaining its integrity and sense 
of culture throughout the manufacturing process and into the 
finished product. 
 
Advanced Food Systems® (AFS) understand integrating 
flavor profiles of globally influenced ethnic foods into your 
finished product without sacrificing functionality. We offer a 
variety of specialty ingredient systems that have been 
developed by our dedicated expert culinary and food science 
team for different food applications. 
 
AFS® is experienced in formulating custom ingredient 
systems that are convenient, easy to use and meet customer 

requirements. Our systems reduce the number of ingredients 
that need to be kept stored and measured in-house, allowing 
for better inventory control and quicker batching. 
 
Make AFS® your technical partner for innovative food ingredient 
solutions! 

 

Flavorful and Functional Solutions 
 

Our versatile assortment of functional and 
flavor systems spans several product categories 
and applications including Seasonings, Sauces, 
Glazes and Soups. 

 
 

 

SeasonRite® Seasonings (Meat, Poultry, Seafood, 

Side Dish and Snack applications) 

 

 Adobo 
 Latin Citrus  
 El Pastor 
 Habanero Lime 
 Schwarma 
 Korean BBQ 
 Satay 
 Thai 
 Mojito 

 

SeasonRite® Sauce & Glaze Base 
 

 Bulgogi / Kalbi 
 Chipotle Barbeque 
 Creamy Coconut Curry 
 Coq au Vin 

 Scampi 
 Korean Spicy BBQ 
 Sesame Soy 

 
SeasonRite® Soup Base 
 

 Coconut Curry  

 Creamy Jalapeno 

 Kimchi 

 Poblano Butternut 

 Pork Taco 

 Pork & Vegetable Miso 

 Thai Green Curry 

 Thai Red Curry 

 Tom Yum 

For additional information on our products, please contact Technical 
Service at calling (732) 873-6776 or emailing us at lab@afsnj.com.  

 

Advanced Food Systems, Inc.: developers and manufacturers of 
custom ingredient systems for the perfect balance of flavor and texture! 
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custom ingredient systems for the perfect balance of flavor and texture! 


